
OLYMPIC LIFTING: COMMON ERRORS & SELECTED CORRECTIONS adapted from Everett (2012) 
 

GENERAL  

Forward weight balance Review starting position, review use of arms 

Premature arm bending Relax arms, avoid too tight grip, encourage lat activation 

Leading with the hip (snaking) Keep chest up, lessen the weight, practice with bodyweight, practice DLs, halting DLs 

Leading with the shoulders lessen the weight, practice with bodyweight, practice DLs, halting DLs 

Bar hitting knees or shoulders Reinforce correct start position, adapt only if body proportions require 

Early scoop Practice lifts from hang pos
n
, segment lifts (clean but emphasise a pause at hang pos

n
) 

Bar swinging forward: 1st pull Active or inactive? Practice halting or segment deadlift 

Bar swinging forward: 2nd pull Cue to push bar into hips 

Bar swinging forward: 3rd pull Ensure correct use of elbows, high pull/clean complex,  

Hitching (Pause at scoop) Slow down first pull, deadlift/pull/full lift complexes 

Underpulling Ensure full extension of hips, correction cue "jump 1cm back during clean"  

Bar bouncing off hips Cue "drive against the floor while extending hips", hi-hang, mid-hang, low-hang drills 

Long pulling/pausing in extension Foot transition drills, high hang, block & tall Drills 

Slow second pull Check technique on entry, cue more speed, plyos 

Slow third pull Hang, block drills if slow/weak, turnover drills if technique issue 

Jumping forward Use chalk line, "jump backwards", or correct cause eg hip lead, bar f'ward etc 

Jumping or donkey kick Teach correct foot transition drill, "heels down" as a cue for drills 

Backward foot sweep Address balance issues 

SNATCH ERRORS  

Missing in front Examine cause, reduce weight, ensure bar not too far forward 

Missing behind Improve timing with tall snatches, strength with overhead squat 

Soft elbows or press-out Bar needs to be higher or athlete lower, punch bar when under, examine pos
n
 of bar 

Dropping bar during recovery Hold in bottom position for 2-3s, brace core in lift 

CLEAN ERRORS  

Bar swinging forward Examine elbow orientation 

Slow or incomplete turnover Reduce grip at chest height, rack delivery drills, 2nd pull acceleration deills 

Bar crashing onto shoulders Turnover drills, chest up, ensure correct technique at all weights 

Bar bouncing / slipping out of rack Work on front squat with proper techq, elbows up, grip loose, improve mobility 

Rack collapsing Technique, strength, activation related to back extensors 

Getting stuck at the bottom Ensure technique that prevents bar being racked too far forward, 1 ¼ & pause squats 

Dizziness during recovery Avoid breath holding in recovery 

JERK ERRORS  

Forward lean / collapse during dip Avoid gripping bar too early, stiffen torso, avoid downward separation of bar/body 

Forward slide at bottom of dip Less deep dip? Stiffen torso, practice jerk dip squats 

Separation of bar & shldrs on dip Tense quads prior to unlocking knees, check rack position 

Pushing bar forward Practice technique with press/ push press/jerk complex 

Pushing body backward Examine footwork, Practice jerk behind neck/jerk balances,  

Short stepping Split foot transition drill, practice jerk balance, jerk behind neck 

Bar sliding down on dip Check jerk rack position. Avoid dropping elbows too soon 

Press-out Attack bar when under it, Jerk bar higher Initially, practice tall jerks, widen grip 

Losing behind Reinforce good technique could result from over compensation 

Narrow split stance Use chalk line for feedback and target, cue outward drive 

Driving to the side Use chalk line, cue the drive through both feet 
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